
AROUND THE CITY FARM

This route begins at the junction of 
Windmill Hill, Hereford Street and 
Whitehouse Lane, and leads through to 
where Clarke St joins Philip St.
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Railway tunnel from Windmill Hill
Potential plaza for new Bedminster 
Station entrance
St Catherine’s Trading Estate
Malago hidden behind wall
Derelict car park area
Historic sluice gate
Entrances to Windmill Hill City Farm
Philip Street Chapel

Orange = Clarke Street Route
Red = Potential Extensions



1 Coming from Windmill Hill, through the railway bridge, we know that the River  
 Malago runs beneath our feet, but the only clue to this is the enamel artwork on 
the wall of the bridge. Opposite is a green space with a good path across it. There are 
a number of signs on a pole opposite: not all make sense and it looks jumbled.

2 Walking along Whitehouse Lane towards Clarke St there is an area of  
 nettles — green in the summer, but litter strewn. This is the location for the 
proposed new entrance to the station, currently there are many car-repair workshops, 
lots of barbed wire, too many signs and litter.

3 The entrance to St Katherine’s Trading Estate is tricky for vehicles and for   
 pedestrians to cross.

4 The start of Clarke St has no signage to indicate where it goes.  Cars are parked  
 either side of the road. You would have to be exploring and quite intrepid to try 
this route out if you didn’t already know about it. As you walk along the pavement, 
the wall alongside the Malago is too high to see over, the river is hidden from view 
completely.  The wall itself is a good old stone wall, with a variety of plants growing 
on it — ferns, buddleia, valerian, ivy leaved toadflax.

5 A metal barrier across the road marks the end of vehicle access.  As you enter  
 the derelict part of the car park there are two opposing impressions:  One of an 
area covered in litter, a falling-down wall and broken glass; the other of swathes of 
green, the colour of wild flowers and birdsong.  Overall you would not fee safe here 
with evidence of drug taking and a large amount of alcohol litter.

6 A wall at the corner of the car park hides a historic old sluice gate.  There is  
 nothing to draw you in to have a look. A side path leads along the Malago. The 
river here feels unloved, but when you stop to look at it, it is full of life, lots of plants, 
fantastic old industrial fixtures and sound of water.

7 The entrance to Windmill Hill City Farm has recently been re-opened.  As  
 the City Farm car park is now closed this will provide the main route for drivers 
to the farm as well as a more direct entrance into Bedminster.  A well maintained, but 
unlit, footpath lead between the City Farm fence and industrial units. The wall of the 
industrial building has some graffiti on it, none particularly inspiring.

8 The stretch of path back on the roadway (Clarke St) is well maintained, but   
 where it reaches Philip St there is no sign to tell people where the footpath leads. 



SOUTHVILLE PRIMARY SCHOOL GREENWAY

The annexe for Southville School will 
open in September 2015. It will be 
necessary for parents, staff and pupils 
to move between the two sites. The 
distance is around 3/8 of a mile. There 
are two distinct sections.
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Residential section
High street section



1 The route winds through several residential streets. Several of these are narrow  
 with narrow pavements and often no front garden. The streets are full of parked 
cars and pavements are often blocked by poor parking, recycling bins and other 
obstacles. Traffic is light and, inevitably, slower than the 20mph maximum, so many 
people find it easier to walk in the road than on the pavement. The junction of Milford 
and Greville Streets is more challenging and the PTA usually provides a crossing 
person at the beginning and end of school.
 Some houses already have window boxes and we will encourage more of 
these; look for other planting opportunities and remind people to clear obstacles 
where possible. The area will soon be part of an RPZ, but it is unclear if this will 
make much difference to these streets. We have yet to form a viable community 
organisation to take responsibility for this section. This will be a task for late 2015.

2 Part of the route runs along North Street. Again, pavements here are
 narrow but traffic is heavy and often exceeds the 20mph speed limit. 
Crossing North Street from the south can be scary. Child safety on this stretch 
has been a major issue for governors, staff and parents since the annexe was 
proposed. Fortunately, Bristol City Council has undertaken pavement widening 
and improvements to crossing North Street. This work is due to be completed by 
early September. Hopefully it will add to the security of pedestrians, and not just 
those moving between the two school buildings. It will also help to link the two 
commercial ends of North Street. Traffic should be slowed. The impact of these 
developments will be assessed by BCC and others over the coming months. 
 



LUCKWELL NEIGHBOURHOOD WALKWAYS

Luckwell Walkway: Running along the 
length of Luckwell Road from Winterstoke 
Road up to North Street Green.

Ashton Walkway (or Greenmarsh 
Walkway): From the Luckwell Hotel along 
existing footpaths and lanes to Gore’s 
Marsh and beyond to Ashton Gate.

Chessels Walkway: Running between 
Luckwell Park and South Street Park.
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Luckwell Walkway
Ashton Walkway
Chessels Walkway



Luckwell Walkway

1 Winterstoke Road to Avonleigh Road. The route is lacking in greenery and
 LImP has therefore proposed 12 locations for roadside trees in this section. 
They are awaiting evaluation by Bristol City Council. LImP has been awarded funding 
from Let’s Walk Bedminster to implement a number of planters outside shops and 
businesses on or near this route. The first of these locations is the wide paved 
frontage of Winterstoke Garage 95.

2 Avonleigh Road to Palmyra Road. LImP has proposed 7 locations for roadside  
 trees in this section. Some of the front gardens have been planted; there is scope 
for encouraging further planting in the forthcoming leafleting to be carried out by 
LImP. The Luckwell Hotel is another location for planters under the LImP scheme. The 
Luckwell Hotel will also be encouraged to reinstate its hanging baskets.

3 Palmyra Road to Duckmoor Road corner. LImP has proposed 6 locations for 
 roadside trees in this section. Front garden planting is to be encouraged. The 
newsagent on the corner and nearby Duckmoor Road businesses 3a will benefit from 
planters under the LImP scheme.

4 Duckmoor Road corner to Breach Road. This section has a good deal of
 greenery along the side of Luckwell Primary School. House fronts have also 
benefited from LImP’s hanging basket scheme. Two popular hanging basket making 
workshops have been run in Luckwell Park.

5 Breach Road to Foxcote Road. This section passes Luckwell Park. The park has
 been the focus of LImP’s local improvements in recent times, including the provision 
of new play equipment. Most of the funds are now in place to renew the fencing also. LImP’s 
plans for the park include the planting of ornamental trees along the top edge, which will 
enhance the walkway. Walkers can also divert through the park.

6 Foxcote Road to Smyth Road. In this section, there is an eyesore in the form of
 a very high wall and barbed-wire. LImP is working to persuade the owners to 
take it down, or at least lower it.

7 Corner of Smyth Road. This will also benefit from the removal or reduction of 
 the high wall. Volunteers have already come forward ready to garden the space 
behind the wall once this is done. A tree could be planted here. LImP is campaigning 
to make this dangerous junction safer to pedestrians. Among other measures, LImP 



has proposed a pavement build-out on the north side. Sight lines will be improved by 
the removal of the high wall.

8 Corner of North Street. The end of the route joins to North Street Green.

Ashton Walkway (or Greenmarsh Walkway)

9 Luckwell Hotel to Longmoor Road. This is an unlovely path between two breeze
 block walls. LImP is applying for funding to paint the walls, which will be done 
be volunteers. In addition, LImP plans to erect a pergola arch at the entrance to the 
footpath. Climbing plants are to be established in one or both of the neighbouring 
front gardens. LImP plans to waymark the whole route with stencilled symbols.

10 Longmoor Road to Gore’s Marsh Road. The walkway proceeds along Longmoor
 Road, Deep Coombe Road and Gore’s Marsh Road. This is a residential area 
of interwar housing with front gardens, some of which have been planted.  Further 
planting could be encouraged by an awareness leaflet to be distributed by LImP. 

11 Gore’s Marsh Road to Bower Court. This section runs along a footpath. A sign labels it
 ’Greenmarsh Lane BS3’, though this is not shown on maps. A later phase of 
improvements could apply similar measures to those in prospect for the earlier footpath.

12 Bower Court to Hendre Road. The route follows an unmade lane. There is a
 parallel lane which joins to a system of lanes serving the back of Stella Grove 
and Greenhill Grove. The space between the lanes is overgrown with a number of 
trees, brambles and other plants. Local consultation will be needed to decide whether 
this space should be left largely untamed, or whether some kind of planned planting 
should replace it. There have been concerns expressed about antisocial behaviour 
here and this could argue for making the planting more open.

13 Gore’s Marsh Park. The route continues through the heart of Gore’s Marsh Park,
 a large green space which has been greatly improved in recent years by the 
efforts of the Gore’s Marshals group.

14 Gore’s Marsh Park to Greville Smyth Park. From Gore’s Marsh Park, the route
 crosses Smyth Road to a green strip of land leading to the retail park. This is a 
well-worn walking route, though no formal path exists.



15 Ashton Gate stadium. The further progress of the route then depends very much
 on the provision made in the redeveloped stadium. There is a strong argument 
for pedestrian access through to Greville Smyth Park along the side of Colliter’s Brook.

Chessels Walkway

16 Luckwell Park to Chessel Street. The route follows Ashfield Road. At the lower
 end, the safety of crossing Luckwell Road should be addressed. This is important for 
pedestrians from the Chessels in order to reach both Luckwell Park and Luckwell Primary 
School, including a considerable number of children each day. There are no proposals yet.

17 St. Aldhelm’s Churchyard. On the corner of Ashfield Road and Chessel Street is St.
 Aldhelm’s churchyard, a green space maintained by volunteers. LImP has secured 
funding to create the Chessels Community Garden in this space, in conjunction with the 
church authorities.

18 Chessel Street, from St. Aldhelm’s to Garnet Street. There is some planting in the
 small front gardens; further planting could be encouraged. Some of these gardens 
have benefited from the LImP hanging basket scheme.

19 Brigade Centre garden. The former Brigade Centre has a pleasant garden with a
 pond. This will be lost if the proposed redevelopment as a nursery school proceeds.

20 Chessel Street to South Street Park. The route follows the upper section of
 Garnet Street. There is some planting in the small front gardens; further planting 
could be encouraged.



THE DAISY ROUTE

The Daisy Route runs from Coronation 
Road to Bedminster Station which is just 
under a mile. Groups involved include 
Southville Community Development 
Association which has secured funding 
from the BCC Active Travel programme, 
the Dame Emily Park Project and St 
John’s Community Association.
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Community Gardens
Beauley Road
Stackpool Road Home Zone
Dame Emily Community Garden
Dean Lane Orchard
Warden Road
Whitehouse Lane

Southville Centre
Southville Primary School
South Bristol Baths
Tap and Barrel
Federation of City Farms & 
Community Gardens
Bedminster Station



Links with residents along the route have been made with leafleting, social media and 
events including an initial route walk led by the Ambling Band in April 2014. Wooden 
Daisies were distributed along the route for display on doors, walks, bushes etc and 
a daisy trail was stencilled onto pavements to raise awareness. Awareness raising will 
need to continue.

Residents have been encouraged to remove obstacles, especially recycling bins, 
from pavements and to improve front gardens, window sills etc. Streets seem less 
cluttered and more planting seems to be appearing, but there is still some way to 
go. Residents have been encouraged to include daisies in their planting mix, but 
we won’t see how successful this has been until 2016. 

Southville Centre has added more flowers to their premises and there have 
been discussions with the primary school and swimming pool, but no results 
yet. Community gardens are established at Stackpool Road and in Dame Emily 
Park, although we need to build up stronger community support for these. The 
Patchwork Group propose to plant an orchard at the corner of Dean Lane and 
Warden Road in autumn 2015. The Business Improvement District has established 
seating and planters at the intersection of East Street and the Daisy Route. There 
are potential community gardens on Beauley Road, Warden Road and Whitehouse 
Lane, but, as yet, no supporting groups.

Art work is being introduced. This includes an Andy Council painting on the side 
of the Tap & barrel public house on Dean Lane arising from Upfest 2015. There are 
several other walls along the route that might be painted although additional funding 
will probably be needed.

In July 2015 art works made by local children at Southville School began to appear. 
There are two types: mosaic wall and floor tiles and ceramic flowers. Both represent 
daisies. These are beginning to go up along the route.  



PARSON STREET STATION TO MARKSBURY & WEST
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Airport Bus Stop
Bartlett’s Foot Bridge
Parson St. Station and bridge
Marksbury Road Library



MARKSBURY TO NORTH ST VIA WEST ST
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Bartlett’s Road Railway Bridge
West Street BS3
Victor Road
South Street Park
ACTA Centre
Gaywood House
North Street



SOUTH ST. PARK CROSSROAD
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South Street Park
West Street
North Street
Luckwell
East Street



AGE FRIENDLY WALK IN SOUTHVILLE

On 17th November, as part of Bristol’s Festival of Ideas, a panel presentation and 
discussion was held to look at how future cities could become more ‘age friendly’. 
Writer and sociologist Anne Karpf (author of How to Age), joined Paul McGarry (Age-
Friendly Manchester), Helen Manchester (University of Bristol) and Guy Robertson 
(Positive Ageing Associates and Adviser to the Bristol Ageing Better programme) to 
debate the issues. For a video of the presentations and discussion follow this link: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLOM0vOV2AeWbj5iqhFmuvXe_jH_OxMnMO

Bristol has committed itself to become an ‘age friendly’ city, but there is a question 
as to what that really means on the ground and what would it look like in a local 
area? Designed to complement the “Age Friendly Cities” strand of the Festival of 
Ideas’ “Future Cities” event (see above), an opportunity was organised for people 
to participate with others in looking at how to work out how an area could be more 
age friendly. The event involved a 40 min study walk in a part of Southville, where, 
supported by a number of older volunteer Community Researchers, around 25 
participants had the chance to look at aspects of the built environment which are 
supportive of or detrimental to the quality of life of older people.  

A short ‘assessment tool’ and guidance was provided to participants to make 
their own judgments about the area. The tool comprised a simple checklist for the 
participants in the walk to use to prompt them to look out for the aspects of the 
built environment which are most important for older people, including:

— Paths
— Pedestrian crossings
— Amenities
— Outdoor safety
— Public toilets
— Seating
— Transport



It was noted that the walk was only able to focus on the built environment, but that an 
age friendly neighbourhood would have a number of broader elements:

Places
— Better meeting places and green spaces
— Public seating
— Better-quality pavements
— Safe, well-lit streets

People
— Local social activities
— Better relationships between different age groups (i.e. intergenerational initiatives)
— Being able to have a say in local decisions
— Volunteers and neighbours helping people out

Services
— Better local buses and parking
— Accessible and clean public toilets
— Local shops and services within easy reach
— Somewhere to turn for advice

These relate to the more strategic framework for age friendly communities which the 
World Health Organisation has set out and which comprises eight domains.

The walk culminated with a presentation by Ben Barker of Southville Community 
Development Association on the successes and challenges that they have encountered 
in trying to make the area more age friendly.  



LWB & SOUTHVILLE CENTRE SUMMER PLAYSCHEME

Members of the Summer Playscheme 2015 ranged from 4 to 11 years old. Lots 
of activity was focused on environmental improvements and actions to promote 
wildlife. Over a six week period children and staff made 16 journeys from their base 
in Southville Centre (Southville Community Development Association), each carrying 
a pedometer to measure their steps. Groups ranged from 6 to 20 children and from 
2 to 5 adults. Some journeys were to local venues such as Greville Smyth (3), Dame 
Emily (5) and Victoria (2) Parks. Others were further afield including the Avon Gorge & 
Downs (3), Cabot’s Tower (1) and MShed (1).   

18 children and 4 staff also explored the Daisy Route which runs past Southville 
Centre. This was the first of their outings and staff talked to the children about 
the idea of walkability. Children commented on issues such as poorly parked cars, 
obstacles on pavements and generally scruffy sections and how that might make 
it difficult for some people to use the pavements for getting about. The children 
observed the ceramic and mosaic daisies that were appearing along this route and 
understood why they were going up.

The recorded number of paces for children and staff totalled over 1 million (1,007,083). 
This is probably an underestimate as children reported that the pedometers tended to 
reset to zero if, for example, carriers sat down for a short period.



The children also consulted the report on walkability undertaken earlier in the year by 
two MSc Architecture & Planning students from UWE. This contained many ideas for 
improving the attractiveness of walking, especially by planting. The children designed 
and made a ‘vertical garden’. This prototype was photographed and circulated to 
local groups via the GBCP NEWSLETTER. The group has continued to water and care 
for the garden and have noted that the lower levels tend to need additional watering.   
Their effort at moss art was less successful. A daisy outline was created following 
instructions, but the moss did not take, although local slugs seemed to appreciate it.   
Children may try again next year.

The children also built two ‘bug hotels’ in Southville Centre garden to attract wildlife.    
One was ground based, but the other was hung from a tree. Some children also made 
small ‘bug hotels’ which they took home for their own gardens. Planting and wilding 
links also to the new My Wild Bedminster project (2015-17) which is being undertaken 
in collaboration with Avon Wildlife Trust. This will impinge on street quality as it involves 
local people developing back and front gardens as well as ‘waste patches’ for wildlife.

Apart from the understanding gained by the children and staff, it’s reasonable to 
assume that some of the children will have spoken to their friends, parents and others 
about issues raised by a poor walking environment and measures that might be taken 
to improve it by environmental interventions. This was an important contribution to 
raising awareness and shring ideas across the GBCP area.


